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Editorial
words

Myra Rodriguez
Why an edition dedicated
to and about Women? Why
not
a "man's edition?"
Furthermore, why an edition
about Puerto Rican and
Latina women? Are we not
all women, in one struggle?

words on this magazme
about important historical
and contemporary women IS
beautiful.
As a young Freshman at
NEIU I knew nothing about
Puerto Rican history let alone
knew about the impotant
female figures who have made
and are making explosive
advances for our people.

Believe me, I would be asking
these very same questions a few
years ago. I would not have
understood the importance
of having a Puerto Rican
and Latina women's edition. The learning process for
me started at the Union for
The very idea m calling Puerto
Rican
Students
ourselves
Puerto
Rican and Que Ondee Sola, where
women IS empowenng m I began to understand the
itself but to be able to paint importance of my historical

memory as a young Puerto
Rican/Guatemalan
Latina.
Due to sexism and racism
there are few spaces available,
as women of color, to express
oursleves and our experiences.
Que Ondee Sola has served
as such a space, to detail our
history and struggles through
our eyes. It is our way to let
the world know what it means
to be Puerto Rican and Latina
women in the U.S. The month
of March is Women's History
Month, but let us struggle to
have people recognize our
accomplishments everyday of
the year, not only as women
but as women of color.

Misi6n

Que Ondee Sola is published at Northeastern Illinois
University. The opinions expressed in Que Ondee Sola
do not necessarily reflect those of the Administration.
Responsibility for its contents lies solely with the
staff.

Que Ondee Sola was established in 1972
and remains the oldest Puerto Rican/Latina/
o university student publication in print. Our
mission is to provide the NEIU campus with a
relevant and engaging publication that deals with
student issues with a focus on Puerto Ricans and
Latinas/os, our communities, and our patrias. Que
Ondee Sola continues to affirm the right of Puerto
Rican self-determination, freedom for all Puerto
Rican political prisoners, and support for a truly
participatory democracy.

We appreciate and encourage suggestions and
contributions.
Contact Que Ondee Sola
5500 N. St. Louis Chicago, IL 60625
Room E-041
(773) 442.4583
queondeesola@hotmail.com
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"I did not come to kill anyone,
I came to die for Puerto Rico!"
ShoutedLolitaLebron while being
arrested. Lolita Lebron 's attack
on the House of Representatives
on March 1, 1954 had shocked
the world , especially since it
was a woman that led a group
of men for thi s kind of mission.
Who was this woman ? Why
did she want to brin g the
world 's attention to Puerto
Ri co 's co lonial condition ?
Lo lita Lebron was born
Do lores Lebron Sotomayor
to a poor famil y in Lares,
Puerto Ri co 111
1920.
Ironi ca ll y, it was in Lares
th at Puerto Ri co's first
act of national liberation ,
El Grito de Lares, was
expressed. From the early
stages in her life , Lolita
was already a firm believer of
Puerto Rico 's right to be free.
In the 1940's Lolita was in search
of a better life and found herself
on her way to New York, having
to leave a daughter behind on the
island. In New York she worked
as a seamstress and faced racial
di scrimination on a daily basis.
She soon became a follower of Dr.
Pedro Albizu Campos, leader of
the Puerto Rican Nationalist Party.

Lolita's participation in the
Nationalist Party made her a very

outspoken and powerful woman.
Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos had
been communicating with Lolita
while in prison and decided
that Lolita would be the best
candidate to lead Rafael Cancel
Miranda, Irving Flores, and
Andres Figueroa Cordero into
the House of Representatives to

bring world-wide attention to
Puerto Rico's colonial despair.
On March 1 1954, Lolita and
her comrades entered the U.S
Capitol , formally dressed and
without susp1c1on . Suddenly,
Lolita shouted "Viva Puerto
Rico Libre! " at the top balcony
of the House of Representatives
and began to unfurl a Puerto
Rican Flag. The group then fired
their guns towards the ceiling of
the House. Some of the bullets
ricocheted to the House floor,
injuring five congressmen. Lolita
would later say that she did not
4

come to kill anyone, but instead
intended to die ( "yo no vine a
matar, yo vine a morir " ). An
estimated thirty shots were fired
in this mission and all four of
the Puerto Rican Nationalists
were arrested and sentenced
to death. Later the sentencing
was changed to life in prison.
Twenty-five years later
President Jimmy Carter
pardoned Lolita and her
comrades after decades of
community and grassroots
stru ggles for their freedom .
Despite being robbed of
a full life while bein g in
prison for 25 years, she
still proudly says, ... " we
told the world that we
are an invaded nation,
occupied
and
abused
by the United States of
America. I feel proud of having
performed the day [of March
1st 1954], of having answered
the call of the motherland."
After being pardoned, Lolita
Lebron still proudly struggles
for issues of Puerto Rican justice
and liberation. Lolita pa1ticipated
m
the
civil
disobedience
campaigns to rid Vieques of the
U.S. Navy and continues to call
for the freedom of the last two
remaining Puerto Rican political
prisoners, Oscar Lopez Rivera
and Carlos Alberto Torres.

wo rds Myra Rodriguez

The International
Women's Da_y Conference
On March 3 rd , 2007, The
International
Women 's
Day
Coalition had its 23 rd conference
in Chicago, Illinois.
The
organization emphasizes activism
and the empowerment of women
throughout the globe. Milene
Mamboleo, from the Congo, was
the first speakerof the second panel
they had throughout the day. She
began her speech with stressing
out that speaking of Africa as one
entity is a big mistake, because
Africa is a continent of so many
different languages, cultures, and
political climates. Nonetheless,
she spoke about the taboos,
obstacles, and misconceptions
that Congolese women face.
She recently graduated from law
school and, as a woman, is very
proud of such an accomplishment.
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On the topic of the obstacles she
faces within her society, Ms.
Mamboleo spoke about how
women are advised not to seek
an education, but to get married,
serve their husbands, and have
children. As a child she always
questioned marriage and saw
it as objectifying women. She
also stated to the audience that
she is still not able to make her
mother understand that there is
life beyond marriage for women.
The second speaker was Michelle
Morales from the Puerto Rican
Cultural Center. Mrs. Morales
spoke of her obstacles as a Puerto
Rican woman and Puerto Rico 's
status as a U.S. colony since 1898.
She also used some statistics to

reveal the status of Puerto Rican
women on the island and in the
Diaspora, such as there were
24,000 incidents of domestic
violence reported in Puerto Rico
and a Puerto Rican woman in the
U.S. still earns 76% of what a
white woman earns. Mrs. Morales
also shared a story of her being a
young girl and committing a bad
decision by taking the word of an
authority figure, which was her
5 th grade teacher. She was given
an assignment, which was to find
out if she had Native American
ancestry.
Her father clearly
stated that indeed she had Tafno
Indian ancestry. She presented to
the class what her father had told
her about the Tafnos and her 5' 11
grade teacher embarrassed her
in front of the whole class by
saying her father had lied to her
and there was no such people
called the Tafnos. Additionally,
she was put into speech therapy
due to her bilingual accent.
She also spoke of the many things
colonialism has done to Puerto
Ricans, such as she never feels
truly accepted as a Puerto Rican
or as a U.S. citizen. Every time
she goes to Puerto Rico, she is
considered "a gringa Latina"
which she claimed is a direct result
of colonialism and self- hatred.
"Colonialism makes you question
everything" Mrs. Morales stated,
"Which way do I go? It makes
you feel crazy! " Mrs. Morales,
like many of us, questions why a
white woman can be punk rock,
preppy and a businesswoman and

5

nothing is said or questioned about
her whiteness, however when a
Latina woman takes any of these
roles she is questioned in every
aspect of her latinidad. Michelle
Morales highlighted the unique
struggles of Puerto Rican women
and Women of Color in contrast
to the privilege of white women.
The last speaker of the second
session was Linda Beckstrom. Her
speech was in reference to Anna
Nicole Smith . She expressed
how Smith let herself be exploited
by the media.
Furthermore,
Beckstrom mentioned how white
men, who have had control over
the corporate media market
for decades , make up the mass
media. Additionally, Beckstrom
argued women have been victims
of the media from the beginning
such as with the cosmetic
companies.
The cosmetic
companies unfortunately have
objectified women and advertised
an " ideal woman," such as full
lips, sexy thighs , and full breasts.
The 23 rd International Women 's
Day was informative as well as
beneficial for all who attended.
The Conference allowed Milene
Mamboleo, Michelle Morales,
Linda Beckstrom as well as
others to share their stories
of struggle, resistance and
aptitude. The obstacles women
face today are still many, but
thankfully to such forums as
The International Women's Day
Conference the need of further
feminist activism has spread.

wo? ds Ketty Mercedes Burgos

Alatina's

Political Awakening
Hello/Rola! My name is Ketty
Mercedes Burgos, a Puerto
Rican/Mexican activist residing
in Humboldt Park within an area
known as Paseo Boricua. I am
in my 4 th year at Northeastern
Illinois University pursuing a
double major in Justice Studies
and Biology. As I become
more pass ionately politicized
everyday I remini sce on the
day that I was not and how
I became to be! Last year
whil e on my South Africa
Study Tour, a Ju stice Studies
elective course (emphasizing
social j usti ce/work issues)
I incurred an unex pected
experience, whi ch, for the fi rst
time, I will publicly share.
While on my South Africa
Study Tour I was engaged in
many lectures. The lecture that
captivated me the most though
was given by the one and only
Dr. Patrick Bond, a professor/
activist at the University
of Kwazulu Natal, South
Africa. He mentioned issues
such as the current matters of
oppression, globalization, the
post-apartheid atmosphere of
South Africa, the uneven urban
infrastructure
developing
throughout the globe, exploited
labor, and the awful systematic
commodification of essential
resources that are exploited
passed disbelief. I was astonished
at how well he interpreted such
issues in an hours ' worth of time.
Within that sole timeframe he

captivated me in a way that to
this day I have a difficult time
explaining.
Throughout the
whole day thereafter I became
dumbfounded and internally cried
for hours at the realization of
this dehumanizing society I had

unintentionally been embedded
into. I thought deeply at how
blind we tend to be, how we are so
vulnerably exposed at believing
anything that is being said or
told. Finally that night, during
our debriefing I reacted and in
front of my study tour mates I
6

cried, cried for joy to be awaken,
cried for the reality I now have to
face in this world. I cried, indeed.
Dr. Bond had his philosophy
articulated extensively or as said:
to the bone! Bond originally
came from the corporate/
governmental world, but came
to the side of social , political,
and
community
activism.
Aside from experiencing the
"corporate-ideological"
and
"corporate-real
world"
he
managed not to fall into the
trap of being commodifi ed!
Wh at I mean by not fallin g into
the trap of commodification
is the way many indi vidu als
want to live nowadays is
based on luxuries which are at
many times misinterpreted as
"life" essentials .. . do not get
me twisted, Chanel, Gucci,
Rolls Royce, beach houses
in Malibu etc. are all nice
luxurious
possessions
but
one has to realize the forces
behind all of this. One's wealth
may very well contribute
to someone else's poverty.
I left South Africa with a new
beginning, wanting to go back
to my place of birth; where I
currently reside and to cherish
every bit of what I have. I wanted
to not ever take things for granted
and proceed with extreme caution
to learn how to prevent any
further commodification. I went
home wanting to engage myself

continue to page 22

words Ketty Mercedes Burgos

THE "LEGALIZATION" OF ABORTION
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Colombian women now have
the legal right to abortion ... or
wait, do they? Monica Roa, a
lawyer of International Rights,
Global Rights of Public Interest,
and Comparative Rights , is at
the forefront of a campaign for
change. Monica brought forth
the suit for the legalization of
abortion in Colombia on April 14,
2005. However, in December of
that year the Constitutional Court,
unable to come to a decision,
subsequently threw the case out.
Roa then filed a new suit, but in this
one she asks for the legalization
of abortion in specific cases.
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In May of 2005 , after eleven
hours , another court voted to
legalize abortion. Out of the eight
magistrates only one of them was
a woman. On May 10, 2006 the
Constitutional Court of Colombia
voted five to three in favor of
legalizing abortion. This radical
decision , for a country considered
traditionally very conservative, is
a great accomplishment. However,
abortion was only legalized
partially, in cases where the
mother's life was at risk , if the fetus
will produce birth defects, rape,
or when artificial insemination or
ovule transplants are performed
against
a
woman 's
will.
Clandestine

abortions

are

the

second cause of death among
women in Colombia - evidence of
the importance of this decision. It
is unfortunate then that all of the
following cases for a legal abortion
will need a doctor's approval and
performed in selective clinics. In
the case of rape, women will also
need a police report in order to
get an abortion . The problems this
causes is the large gap between
the moment a woman is raped and
actually being able to have access
to adequate medical services.
Although church and state were
legally separated in Colombia in
1991 there is great Catholic and
other religious influences within
the medical community that may
prevent women from their legal
right. In cases of rape it can be even
more difficult because the religious
sentiment then blends with ideas
of gender roles and disbelief of
how easily women can experience
violence and rape in society
and how painful and damaging
that can be. The president of the
Tribunal Eclesiastico, Monsignor
Libardo Ramfrez affirmed in an
interview " if you consider rape a
sane, exceptional case for abortion
[then l any woman can just make
up, even in her own home, that she
was raped to then be able to commit
the crime of abortion. " It is evident
that violence against women

seems trivial and almost absurd in
his opinion. If the president of a
large religious institution does not
believe that rape "is an exceptional
case for abortion " how then can
we be sure the police station in
any part of the country will ?
Both Roa and others feel there
needs to be a large educational
campaign
regarding abortion
and health. Roa suggests in an
interview that national campaigns
regarding sexual and reproductive
health
where
contracepti ves
are accessible and to reduce
violence is impe rative. On the
other hand , the magistrates of
the court who approved the court
deci sion stated : " the State need s
to launch a large campaign to
persuade women not to have
abortions. " This quote illustrates
the complexity of views brought
on by the partial legalization
of
abortion
111
Colombia.
Although Colombian women are a
step closer to exercising their right
to choose for themselves and about
their own bodies in a legislative
and political arena, there is much
more to be done . The problem
does not start with the courts;
it starts in our homes , with our
communities, and our societies.

words Maria Paula Chav es

El Cine Revie~:
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QUINCENERA
Quinceanera is a coming-of-age
film of an entire family. Although,
there is a focus around 14-yearold Magdalena, who is planning
her 15 th birthday party and the
inevitability of adulthood , her
family is also about to experience
growing pains. As her birthday
approaches , Magdalena plans a
traditional Latin American party
but with a few U.S. cultural
twi sts , like a hummer stretch
limo. Magdalena 's father is
the pastor of his own church ,
her mom fills a traditional
housewife role, and she has a
youn ger brother. Her aunt and
uncle are " well-off' and her
cousin enjoys more luxuries
than she does (Magdalena
will be wearing her cousin 's
quinceaiiera dress). She also
has a male cousin , Carlos ,
who is introduced when he
sneaks into his sister 's party ;
he was clearly not invited and
gets into a physical fight with
his father. We learn that his
father has kicked him out of
the house because he is gay.
He lives with their Tfo Tomas.
The plot thickens when
Magdalena finds out she is
pregnant, although she has not had
sex with her boyfriend, they have
only "fooled around." When her
farther finds out, he does not believe
that she did not have sex, accuses
her of committing a sin, kicks her
out of the house, and bans her from
his church. Magdalena then moves
in with Tfo Tomas and Carlos.
Together the three of them find
peace with Tomas 's unconditional
acce tance, understandin , and

love. Tfo Tomas lives in a small
bungalow in Echo Park, Los
Angeles, a Mexican neighborhood
experiencinggentrification.Awhite
gay couple, the new face of the
investors of this community, buys
another home focused in the film.
This story is unconventional and
a breath of fresh air for me, as a

Latina, and for everyone who
understands the complexity of our
lives. The story challenges the rigid
societal roles of the nuclear family,
their children, men, women, and
sexuality, among many other
issues. The film's beginning scene
of a traditional quinceanera is
important, because we are set up
to think this is a cliched story of
a traditional Mexican family. In
reality this family begins to fall
a art at the seams as Ma dalena's
8

quienceanera dress does not fit
because she is pregnant and even
more so when we find out she
did not have sex. The men in this
story are not traditional either,
we have a cousin who is gay and
completely shunned by his family
and we also have an unmarried
uncle without children. Lastly, we
have Magdalena's boyfriend who
does not choose to stay and
be responsible for the baby,
instead he leaves to go to
college. The story is not only
about traditional roles but also
some of the ailments Latina/a
communities are facing , like
gentrification. After living in
his bungalow for over twenty
years , Tfo Tomas is evicted
by the new owners of the
house because Carlos begins a
romance with one of the men
in the relationship. In order
to save their relationship,
the gay couple evicts not
just Carlos but Tomas and
pregnant Magdalena. She
tries to find a new place
around the same area, but the
rents are exuberantly high
and they are left homeless.
Although I like the story, it is
unfortunate it was written and
directed by two white men. While
they based this story on their
own personal experiences - they
where hired as photographers for
the quinceanera of a neighbor's
daughter - it is a sad reality that
there is a lack of capital and support
for Latina/o's in the entertainment
industry and our stories are told
by those who reap the benefits of
their skin, class, and ender status.

words Maria Paula Chaves
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Rigoberta Menchu was born in
Chimel on January 9· 1959, of the
Quiche-Mayapeople. Throughout
her early years she labored
on coffee plantations with her
family. As a teenager she became
involved in social improvement
activities
and
received
a
pnmary
school
education
through the Catholic Church.
Guatemala 's Civil War,
beginning in 1960, was
throbbing throughout the
country and a guerilla
organization
soon
established itself where
she lived. Her family was
then accused of taking
part in guerrilla activities.
Rigoberta's father, Vicente,
was then incarcerated and
tortured because of these
accusations. Vicente was
also blamed for the murder
of a plantation owner, but
was released and he then
joined
the
Committee
of the Peasant Union (CUC).
Rigoberta decided to leave
school and work as an activist
against human rights violations
being
committed
by
the
Guatemalan
Armed
Forces.
In 1979, Rigoberta joined her
father in the CUC, which also
became the year she would lose
her father, mother, and brother
due to the Civil War. Her father
was killed in the Spanish Embassy

where he and other peasants
were staying but was then
bombarded by security forces.
The army killed Rigoberta 's
brother, after being arrested and
tortured. Her mother had been
tortured and raped viciously after
her arrest and then murdered.
Rigoberta's act1v1ties within the
CUC increased rapidly.
She

self-determined
became
on
educating herself on how to
speak Spanish and other Mayan
languages. She helped carry out
a strike with the CUC in 1980
to better the conditions of farm
workers. She educated peasants on
how to resist military oppression
but then found her life in danger
and had to leave Guatemala. She
made a new life in Mexico where
she brought consciousness to
many by organizing protests of
resistance against the military
9

oppression taking place in
Guatemala.
She made wellknown that Indian peasants in
Guatemala were fighting for
their people 's rights as human
beings and citizens of Guatemala.
In l 982 her autobiography, "Me
llama Rigoberta Menchu y as{
me naci6 la conciencia ", was
released. Translated into more
than twelve languages,
Rigoberta 's book took the
Western Hemisphere by
storm , bringing attention
to
the
struggles
and
sufferi ngs of the indigenous
of Guatemala. Rigoberta
would later walk on
Guatemala's soil again to
speak of the oppression
taking place there but found
she always having to leave
because of death threats .
In 1992, Rigoberta was
graciously awarded the
Nobel Prize for her efforts
and work against the military
oppression and bad working
conditions her people faced
with everyday. The Guatemalan
Civil War finally ended in 1996.
The year 2007 will be the year
that Guatemala will receive a new
President and Rigoberta Menchu
is standing as a presidential
candidate. If elected, she would
be the third indigenous president
throughout Latin America and
the third woman president.

words

Myra Rodriguez

A\uthentically black:
The Question about Obama"s Candidacy
A number of recent articles from
legitimate news agencies have
been devoted to considering why
African Americans don't consider
Barrack Obama a real black
person. They quote individuals
who mention that his ancestors
were not from West Africa (like
those of most African Americans),
that he is biracial, that he is
only a second generation
American on his father's side.
I find it alarming that people are
so ready to assume that these
isolated individuals represent
the perspective of some critical
mass of African American
without any evidence to support
such an assumption. In fact,
if one looks to the history of
African American politics and
activism, there is no tradition
of particular suspicion for nonnative born or descended black
Americans. Think about Shirley
Chisholm, Louis Farrakhan,
Marcus Gravy, Harry Belafonte,
and Stokely Carmichael. None
of these people ever suffered
from
authenticity
problems.
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I don 't believe the authenticity
problems lies with African
Americans.
The
authenticity
problem lies with whiteAmericans.
The real question is : why have
White pundits, journalists and
news casters been so eager to
comment on civil right activism or
his long time involment in African
American social and political
communities? Does it reveal a
desire, among whites, that he be
authentically black (whatever that

means), but somehow "different?"
The fixation on Obama as
"different" appears to be an effort
to exceptonalize him. He is seen
as acceptable, in part, because
he is considered to be unlike
other African Americans, and
in particular. African American
men, who have been so widely,

commented upon as a "social
problem" in the most prestigious
news media in recent months.
Joe Biden got in trouble for
saying what many Americans are
thinking, and that is a much bigger
problem than a foot in the mouth.
While there is no particular
tradition of African American
being suspicious of immigrant
political activist and leaders,
there is a long tradition of African
Americans being suspicious of
black leaders who seem to be
eagerly touted by whites as the
10

"next best thing," why, wonder.
Do people who seem to hold
animosity fo r us as a group, make
an exception for this individual?
African American are wise to be
suspicious of the media image
of Obama. But more important,
we are carefully watching to
see what concessions he will be
forced to make in order to remain
a viable candidate. Will he have
to prove that he is not concerned
with the particular inequalities
faced by African American,
Latino, poor and white middle
class? Is it possible for him to
be a "people 's candidate and
have that truly mean all people?
Like any other candidate, Senator
Obama must earn all citizen's
votes. It is bizarre to accept that
African American would blindly
fall in line with him just because
of the color of this skin . Given
how much suffering there is in
the world these days, and how
deep the divisions are among
Americans, we should treat all
of our Presidential candidates
with a healthy dose of suspicion.
Those who suggest that Barrack
Obama doesn't merit such
close examination from African
American voters are either
selling Barrack Obama short. In
either case, it is unacceptable.
Dr. Jmani Perry is a scholar ofAfrican
American legal and cultural studies
and teaches at Rutgers Law School.
She received a Ph.D. in the History
of American Civilization and a J.D.
from Harvard Law School in 2000.

words Dr. Imani Perry

La 'Mcirtir:
'Antonia 'Martinez La3ares
asasinada en 1970

Antonia Martinez Lagares, de
21 afios y natural de Arecibo,
era estudiante universitaria y
esperaba graduarse de Pedagogia.
El 4 de marzo de 1970, durante
unos conflictos que se produjeron
cuando la Fuerza de Choque de la
policia fue enviada al Recinto de
Rio Piedras de la Universidad de
Puerto Rico para intervenir contra
los estudiantes, Antonia observ6
desde el balc6n de su hospedaje,
en un segundo piso de la Avenida
Ponce de Leon, cuando un grupo
de policias golpeaban a otros
estudiantes y les grit6 "asesinos".
Uno de los policias mir6 hacia el

balc6n, desenfund6 su revolver

y dispar6. La bala atraves6 la
cabeza de Antonia e hiri6 en
el cuello a otro estudiante que
estaba con ella. La arecibefia
muno poco tiempo despues
en el hospital Auxilio Mutuo.
Celestino Santiago, el otro
estudiante herido, relat6 los
hechos e identific6 a algunos de los
policias presentes. Posteriormente
se acus6 a un policia pero
este fue absuelto en el juicio.
Mas tarde, en las declaraciones
de agentes de la policia ante
la Comisi6n de lo Juridico
11

de! Senado de Puerto Rico en
las investigaciones sobre el
caso de! Cerro Maravilla, un
agente policiaco denunci6 el
encubrimiento por parte de la
policia y el FBI del asesinato de
Antonia Martinez y declar6 que
para tapar el caso acusaron a un
policia que no tenia nada que ver.
El verdadero culpable fue
protegido y nunca ha sido
procesado en co rte poreste crimen.

Comision de Verdad y Justicia
http://verdadyjusticia.org
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Brooklyn born, Puerto Rican painter and installation
artist Yasmin Hernandez attended the LaGuardia
High School of the Arts in Manhattan and earned a
BFA in Painting from Cornell University. Her recent
series ARCHIVOS SUBVERSIVOS, exploring
government survei llance on suspected "subversives",
debuted
at
a
solo
exhibi ti on at the Center
for Puerto Rican Studies,
where she conducted the
research for the project.
Another recent senes
exammmg the impact
of militarism on people
and the environment
was recently launched
with its first installation
jBasta! , a commentary
on the U.S. Navy 's use
of the island of Vieques
for military maneuvers.
Yasmin received an artist
grant from the George
SugarmanFoundation,Jnc
in support of this project
characterized by use of
alternative materials such
as military tents, razor
w1re and barbed w ire.
The popular debut of
Yasmin's Soul Rebel s
seri es recently closed at El
Museo de! Barrio, ending
a special 16 month-long
exhibit of the site-specific project created for the 2005
installation of El Museo 's Bienal : The (S) Files. The
portraits of poets and musicians whose work serves
to expose injustice were created on 8 panels of the
Heckscher Theater doors in El Museo 's lobby. In
2006 Yasmin was invited to San Juan, Puerto Rico to
present a special second installment of Soul Rebels,
when the S-Files traveled to El Museo de Arte de
Puerto Rico. In 2005, La Herencia Latina at New
York University recognized the artist for her artistic
contribution to the Latino community. In 2004 she
12

was awarded the Ramon Feliciano Social Justice
Prize by the Center for Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter
College, and also received a Mujeres Destacadas/
Outstanding Latinas Award by New York-based
Spanish-language newspaper, El Diario/ La Prensa.
Yasmin attended the
LaGuardia High School
of the Arts in Manhattan
and earned a BFA in
Painting from Cornell
University. Her painting
series, Realidades de
Quisqueya, created with
a grant from the Cornell
Counci l for the Arts,
has been on permanent
exhibit at the Cornell
Latino Studies Program
Offices smce
1997.
Yasmin has lectured at
a variety of institutions
including the University
of Texas-Austin, the
University of Virginia,
Penn State, Binghamton
University,
Temple
Un iversity,
and
the
University of Maryland.
A firm believer that art is
an empowering vehicle,
she supplements her
work by serving as
an artist educator at
the Studio Museum in
Photo by John James 2005
Harlem and at El Museo
de! Barrio. In addition, with the artists collective
RICANSTRUCTJON, she has worked on the
publication of several political pamphlets and zines
and other creative, political and educational initiatives
to advance the Puerto Rican liberation struggle and the
movement against imperialism and global oppression.
Yasmin's works can be seen alongside personal
testimonials and historical narratives on her website,

www.yasminhernandez.com

'JULIA DE BURGOS DAY,
IN EL BARRIO, NYC
Councilmember Melissa MarkViverito and El Museo del
Barrio will celebrate Women's
History Month in East Harlem
by declaring Friday, March 16 as
"Julia de Burgos Day" in honor
of the late Puerto Rican poet.
Public programs planned include
an official streetnammg ceremony,
an
afternoon
reception at Taller
Boricua and an
evening of poetry
readings
at
El
Museo de! Barrio.
These events are
co-sponsored
by
Hope Community
and the East Harlem
Preservation
Organization .
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mosaic portrait of the poet by
artist Manny Vega. The public
is invited to accompany Julia de
Burgos ' family, Councilmember
Mark-Viverito and other elected
officials, El Museo del Barrio,
Comm unity
Boardll ,
Hope
Community,
East
Harlem

Born in 1914, de Burgos was one
of the foremost poets to come out
of Puerto Rico in the first half of
the twentieth century. Modem
critics have noted that her poetry
anticipated the work of fe minist
writers and poets as well as th at of
other Hispanic authors. A resident
of El Barrio, Juli a de
Burgos died here on
July 6, 1953 at the age
of 39, and she continues
to represent the many
artistic and cultural
contributions of Latinos
m New York City.

Councilmember MarkViverito and El Museo
de! Barrio sincerely
thank
Community
Board Eleven and its
staff for the approva l
of this street naming
An
initiative
project. Support for this
pioneered by El
important cultural and
Museo's Director
community endeavor
Emerita
Susana
was also generously
Torruella
Leval
and wholeheartedl y
provided by Nicholasa
supported by New
liulia de Burgos mosaic in El Barrio
Mohr, Marina Ortiz,
York City Councilmember
Deborah Quinones, Carmen
Melissa
Mark-Vi verito,
the Preservation Organization and the Vasquez and the Staff of
official street-naming ceremony East Harlem Board of Tourism, Councilmember Mark-Viverito 's
will declare 106th Street between along with residents from el office, East Harlem Preservation
Fifth and First Avenues as Julia barrio, to officiate this naming. Organization, the East Harlem
de Burgos Boulevard in order to
Board of Tourism, and Hope
expand the poet's cultural legacy To continue celebrating this Community, Inc. The streetand influence on the arts. The occasion, An Evening of Readings naming was also made possible
event celebrating this key cultural in Honor of Julia de Burgos will be in part by over 1,100 residents of
artery of El Barrio and its rich presented at Teatro Heckscher of East Harlem who signed a petition
history will take place Friday, El Museo del Barrio that evening, and 45 businesses, schools,
March 16, 11 :00 a.m. at the comer Friday, March 16 from 6:30 pm churches, medical offices, arts
ofEastl06thStreetandLexington - 8:30 pm. Her poetry will be and entertainment organizations
Avenue, facing the Julia de Burgos presented in Spanish and English who provided letters of support.
Cultural Center and across the by poets Carmen D. Lucca and
www.elmuseo.org
street from the newly installed Alma Villegas, among others .. ..
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United States' imperialism in Central
America is considered "delayed"
and relatively new compared to that
of European powers. Nevertheless,
the interventions and occupations
of these regions have been very
influential and devastating. European
nations established and determined
race
relations,
demographics,
extractive
economic
systems,
and colonial violence. However,
the United States intensified and
perpetuated variations of these
tribulations. The United States
infringed the sovereignty of Central
American nations by disguising
its capitalist, imperialist, and
colonialist objectives with the
philosophical claims of "the white
man 's burden" "Manifest Destiny,"
and "Social Darwinism. " The
United States also formed strategic
alliances and arguments in favor
of the need for stability in these
"volatile" territories. A number of
agents carried out the Unites States'
obscure goals, which included but
were not limited to the creation of
the "Guardia Nacional," the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), and
numerous treaties and doctrines.

transport from Central America to
the United States, which was ... an
important part of the process by
which North American economic
interests replaced the British in the
region" (Woodward 179). UFCO 's
meddling did not solely pertain to
economics, later it gained political
ground and with the allegiance of

the U.S . government overthrew
progressive
President
Jacobo
Arbenz of Guatemala in 1954.

In 1848-49 the gold rush in
California (which was just recently
One of the first examples of U.S . taken from Mexico) prompted new
economic influence is the case transit routes, specifically through
of the United Fruit Company Nicaragua. The U.S. business
(UFCO). "The banana trade brought mogul Alexander
Vanderbilt's
the Caribbean coast of Central railroad made millions in Central
While
America closer to the United Sates" America in the 1850's.
(Woodward 180). Also, "UFCO U.S. presence in the region created
monopolized the banana commerce economic gains in some locations,
railroad, oceanic shipping, and it also suppressed the development
14

of others. Such was the impact
of the Bryan Chamorro Treaty of
1914. This treaty gave the Unites
States "exclusive and perpetual
right to control and operate" a canal
in Nicaragua. (Woodward 197).
This accord withdrew investments
from Nicaragua that then flooded
Panama. The Bryan Chamorro
Treaty also accomplished more
than economic hegemony, it helped
grant Emiliano Chamorro, then
Nicaraguan Minister to the United
States the Presidency of Nicaragua.
"As partial compensation for his
cooperativeness ... [the] submission
of his opponents" (Langley 175).
Early on, the Unites States became
concerned with the possibility of a
canal in the isthmus and in order
to secure its control, there would
need to be an end to political strife
in Central America. The building of
the canal in Panama could not have
taken place without U.S. support
of the Panamanian insurgency
against Gran Colombia. " ... they
plotted to overthrow the Colombian
authority in Panama ... United Sates
warships moved to the scene and
prevented Colombian troops from
crossing the isthmus .. .Washington
promptly recognized the new
government and within two weeks
negotiated a treaty for the canal
construction." (Woodward 190).
The continual intent to achieve
"stability" in the region resulted
in U.S. Marine occupations and

words Lourdes Gomez

interventions, beginning in 1909
and maximizing under the creation
of the Guardia Nacional in Central
America. The Guardia was a
tool of the United States; it was a
colonial military that protected U.S.
economic and political objectives
through terrorism. The Guardia
would "supervise" presidential
elections to ensure that the proper,
pro-U.S.
candidates
prevailed. When U.S.
economic
interests
were threatened by
reformist governments
the Guardia was a
fundamental aid to
overthrow them. The
UnitedStateswouldthen
staff puppet regimes to
do its bidding. Under
the vei I of apparent
democracies,
the
United States continued
to
command
these
regions. The United States would
offer political power and monetary
rewards to those who served as
symbols of apparent self-rule.
Shortly after the U.S . economic
Great Depression, funding for the
Guardia was unavailable, though
before pulling out, the United States
appointed leaders who favored

U.S. economic interests, such
Anastasio Somoza in Nicaragua.
The creation of the C.I.A. served
much of the same purposes as the
Guardia Nacional. Its existence
was secretive and was directly
responsible
for
overthrowing
unfavorable administrations. C.I.A.
operatives used exiles from Latin

!war torn Nicaragua
America to undermine governments
in their native countries. The C.I.A.
is responsible for operations and
paramilitary groups "El Diablo"
in Guatemala and the "Contras"
in Nicaragua, among many others.
United

States '

imperialism

unquestioningly
manipulated
economic, political and social
affairs
in
Central
America.
Racist philosophies, illegally run
campaigns,manipulated revolutions,
and destructive organizations like
the Guardia and the C.I.A. all aided
the U.S. government in infringing
sovereignty and to ultimately dictate
every aspect of Central American
life. Today, Free Trade
agreements
continue
to further benefit of
already
developed
countries
meanwhile
marginalized groups fall
victim to capitalism and
dwell in poverty. The
School of the Americas
continues to
create
right-wing
soldiers
m
Latin
American
countries. Generations
of revolutionaries have
died and the generations
remaining have few recollection
of the past struggle. The United
States has secured its place in
Central American affairs and it
will continue to try to dictate
much of its future, but as the
"Red Wave" passes through Latin
America, led by Venezuela's Hugo
Chavez, how long will that last?
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Puertorriqueiiidad in the Urban Spaces of the Diaspora:
The Role of Community Organizations and Social Movements in
New York City, Chicago, and Boston
Puerto Ricans for over a hundred
years have been creating enclaves,
institutions, literature, and music,
and other lasting visible markers on
the urban spaces and consciousness
of the U.S. Through the process of
a circular migration, Puerto Rican
migrants have reconstructed Puerto
Rican identity and nationalism
within the urban spaces of the
U.S. and have thus extended
the borders of the Puerto Rican
nation . What are the ways in
which Puerto Rican identity
or p uertorriquenidad has been
and is being constructed in
the Diaspora? What is the rol e
that community organizations
and soc ial movements have
played m creating such
a
transnational
identity?
Puerto Ri cans, sadly, are wellkn own to be a marg inalized
gro up in the U.S . "Ever since
[the Puerto Rican] arriva l in the
U nited States they have been
despi sed and humiliated ...
the overw helming changes
imposed so rapidl y on the
formerly rural-based Puerto Rican
population translate statistically
into high rates of unemployment,
substance abuse, broken families ,
and
deteriorated
health .. ."
(Bourgeois 2003 :53). Although,
there is no question to our social
and economic marginality, much
needs to be questioned on why is
that the case. Furthermore, one
must question what have Puerto

Ricans created in the Diaspora and
how have we resisted our forced
marginalization? According to
Patrick Moynihan 's Beyond the
Melting Pot Puerto Ricans are a
virtually culture-less people. In
that case, how could Puerto Ricans
ever re-create ourselves in a foreign

ural in E l Barrio, New York City.

has to consider the fo llowing
variables: class relations, the
power domain, [and] the dynamics
of
colonialism . . . "
(Ramirez
1976:109). Professor Ramirez in his

"National Culture in Puerto Rico "
goes further in quoting Franz Fanon,
which explains that national culture,
especially in the Third World,
is intertwined with resistance
from oppress10n and its
continual survival, developing
and
reflecting
through
modem social, political, and
economic contexts. Therefore ,
it is through the prism of c lass
conflict in the debt peonage of
the jibaro agrarian class , the
rac ism against African slaves
and mulattos, the coloni al ism
of Spain and the US ., and our
hi story of resista nce that one
must see Puerto R ican culture.
Thi s paper w ill work to detail
the rol e in which communi ty
organizations
and
soc ial
movements have played in
recreating Puerto Ri canness,
as a culture of resistance, in
the Puerto Rican communities
of New York, Chicago, and Boston,
from housing to murals, etc.

land? How could we re-create a
"nation" if we do not have one?

In the context of New York
City, Puerto Ricans have been
According to former Chairman of constructing and reconstructing
the Department of Sociology and Puerto Ricanness before the Civil
Anthropo logy at the University of War era through the paradigm of
Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras Rafael L. colonialism and in the form of
Ramirez, "An adequate analysis political organizations, newspapers ,
of our [Puerto Rican] culture and cultural clubs opposed to Spanish
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words Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

Colonial Rule (Mirabal 2001:59).
"The building of nation from the
outside allowed Puerto Ricans .. . to
move theoretical and ideological
constructions beyond the purview
of their ... homelands to reconstruct
the parameters of nation" (Mirabal
2001:61). Thus, with organizations
such as Los Clubs Borinquen and
the Puerto Rican Chapter of the
Cuban
Revolutionary
Party, Puerto Ricans in
the Diaspora were able
to stretch what was the
geographical borders of the
Puerto Rican nation from
the island of Puerto Rico
to the exiled communities
I
of Puerto Ricans in New
York and theoretically
B
in all the Diasporic
A
communities that sought
to construct Puerto Rican
I
nationalism outside Puerto
Rico. Although most of the
E
exiled were of the Puerto
T
Rican bourgeoisie seeking
to liberate Puerto Rico
C
in order to return to the
island, the advent of the
Puerto Rican and Cuban
proletariat in the form of
cigar workers forced the
political organization to
focus on local concerns
such as labor unions.
Puerto Ricans of diverse classes
and racial classifications were thus
settling-in and with the island and its
liberation struggles in mind. Cigar
workers often donated to political
organizations such as the Partido
Revolucionario Cubano with its
Borinquen Chapter that kept the
issue of Puerto Rican independence
on the table (Mirabal. 2001 :65-66).

modern sugar monopoly, replacing
coffee as the main agricultural
export, forcing internal migration
of Puerto Ricans to the rapid
expansion of sugarcane fields. After
the Great Depression, the sugar
industry slowly deteriorated, again
forcing internal migration from
the rural areas to urban centers;
slums and shantytowns grew in

other factors and colonial players,
once again produced a mass exodus
of Puerto Rican excess-labor, but
this time to the U.S. (Duany 1984:
194-196) Part of the model was to
force migration as a way to alleviate
the supposed economic stress of
population, based on the Malthusian
theory that stipulates that population
will far exceed food production.
However, the model did
not take into account the
role that U.S. colonial
economic greed played
in swallowing-up arable
land (Perez 2004 :41 ).
Subsequently,
the
New York City Puerto
Rican
communities
mushroomed to man y
of the city's boroughs
and Chicago began to
form communities in
Humboldt Park, Lincoln
9 Park, and the Southeast
side. Puerto Rican s in
the Diaspora began to
develop small businesses
in
their
enclaves,
reconstructing Puerto
Ricaness through them.

FESTIVAL BETANCES

The U.S. colonized Puerto Rico in
1898 after the Spanish-U.S. War.
U.S. sugar corporations produced a

1

9

6

La
Marque ta
supermarket in New
York City had the largest
collection of Caribbean
ommunity event in Villa Victoria, Boston
fruits and vegetables in the city.
Fondas (Puerto Rican-style
numbers. During, the 1940's, the diners) and bodegas (little grocery
Partido Popular Democratico, stores) began to sprout all around
which ironically used a symbol Manhattan, the Bronx, and Brooklyn.
of a jibaro, (a rural worker that Sadly, the policies of urban renewal
resisted against imperial Spain and would destroy all of that. " Every
the U.S . by staging rebellions and time Puerto Rican New Yorkers
becoming self-sufficient) produced began to build an enclave, they lost
an economic system based on it to arson, urban renewal, circular
export-led industrialization that migration, or some combination of
relied heavily on U.S. capital all these factors " (Surol998:156).
investment. Such an economic Also, gentrification threatened
strategy, which involved many to
displace
the
commercial

VILLA VICTORIA
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development and housing of Puerto
Ricans. In 1970s Loisaida, a Puerto
Rican and multi-ethnic enclave in
lower Manhattan, the city declared
the area blighted - full of poverty,
drugs , empty lots and decrepit
buildings. Nonetheless, people lived
there and it was a ghetto, not a slum.
Yes, full of poverty, but the home
to the Nuyorican 's Poets Cafe and
the
metaphorical
birthplace of many
great poets and
playwrights such as
Miguel Pifiero and
Tato Laviera (both
physically
born
rn Puerto Rico).
The Young Lords
Party
also
had
an office located
there. Loi saida was
a ghetto, because
it was a cente r of
cultural produ ction .
Ho weve r ,
Loi saida , was to
be
" rev itali zed,"
whi ch
bas ica ll y
mea nt the c ity was
to push the poverty
somewhere e lse and
make the Lo we r
East Side an upperclass
paradise.
Community
residents, organizers such as Ruth
and Robert Nazario and Bimbo
Chivas and organizations, such
as the Charas/EI Bohio Cultural
and Community Center, sought
to save the community by using
puertorriquenidad as a political tool.
"The making of Loisaida . .. stamped
a Puerto Rican territory on the
map of Manhattan . .. The Loisaida
movement, as it came to be called,
constructed a neighborhood-specific
discourse of puertorriquefiidad born
from its political relationship to
urban space" (Sevcenko 2001:293).

In Chicago, organizations such as
the Puerto Rican Cultural Center
(PRCC), sprouted-up from the
anti-colonial social movements
of the l960 's and early 1970's,
that are now at the epicenter of a
cultural Renaissance of the Puerto
Rican community. The PRCC was
organized by the members of the
Movimiento de Liberaci6n Nacional

(MLN) which advocated for the
independence of Puerto Rico. For
the MLN , what set it apart from
other Puerto Rican organizations that
sought the independence of Puerto
Rican from the U.S ., especially
from those organizations on the
island, was that it had a " .. . notion
[for Puerto Ricans in the Diaspora]
of an 'internal colony ' ... [and that]
Puerto Ricans everywhere formed
part of the same nation" (Velazquez
1998: 15).
Therefore,
echoing
earlier anti-colonial Puerto Rican
organizations in the Diaspora in the
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l 830's, Puerto Ricans in the Diaspora
could construct Puerto Rican
identity in the U.S. because they too
constituted a Puerto Rican nation that
transcended the borders of the island.
In time the PRCC advocated for
community
struggles,
funding
murals, founding schools, supporting
community cultural institutions,
and advocating
for
affordable
housing.
However,
through
these
issues,
Puerto
Rican
identity
and the ways 111
which it could be
constructed were
placed in focus.
For murals, the
themes
were
always
Puerto
Ri can ;
some
full of nostal g ia
for th e island,
while
othe rs
r ep r es e nt e d
Pue rto
Ri can
c o mmunity
strugg les, such
as
the
J966
Division Street
Riots, which is considered the
birth of the Puerto Rican community
consciousnessinChicago. " Murals ...
operate on a landscape of despair to
produce their own architecture of
resistance .. . " (Aviles 2001:265).
The PRCC leaders helped found the
Pedro Albizu Campos Puerto Rican
High School (PACHS) in the early
! 970 's in order to demand " bilingual
education and Puerto Rican history
classes ... " (Zayas 2003 :73). As
for housing, the Hispanic Housing
Development Corporation built,
with the support of the Puerto Rican
Agenda, which holds leaders from

the main Puerto Rican community and bodegas the DSBDA seeks to programs under Mayor Kevin White
organizations including the PRCC, a reconstruct Puerto Rican identity due to the restructuring of Boston as
$11.6 million elderly home (Ocasio by promoting credit on businesses a global city of business and tourism,
2006:34). The ways in which it that redesign their buildings to community activists were organizing
constructed Puerto Ricaness was a Viejo San Juan architectural around the issue of a junkyard. As
(Ocasio
2006:30-32). the bulldozers were on the way to
that it holds a yellow fa9ade in style
the small ·but active Puerto Rican
the Spanish colonial style of Viejo
San Juan and also sought to attract Finally, the greatest and most community, the Iquilinos Boricuas
displaced, elderly Puerto Ricans evident expression of Puerto Rican en Acci6n (IBA) was formed
(and it did)
to
negotiate
with the city.
so the Puerto
Subsequently ,
Rican cultural
the
Boston
and
historical
Redevelopment
experience could
Authority
remain intact in
Parcel 19, a
Humboldt Park.
huge empty lot,
The Institute of
was set aside
Puerto
Rican
for the construct
Arts and Culture
of new, 435 unit
(IPRAC),
set
low-income
to open in Fall
housing
for
2007, and also
3,000
people
supported
by
(http: // www.
the Puerto Rican
iba.etc . or g /
Agenda, hopes
aboutu s /
to be the premier
history _details.
cultural and arts
html )
called
institution
for
Villa
Victoria
Puerto Ricans
Victory
and Latinas/os in
Village.
Most
of
Chicago and will
Institute of Puerto Rican Arts & Culture on Paseo Boricua, Chicago
offer Puerto Rican arts
the South End today
has been gentrified,
workshops, exhibition,
and theatrical performances. IPRAC nationalism and reconstruction in but a Puerto Rican community
already holds Puerto Rican Film Humboldt Park, and in the Diaspora, · through the leadership of IBA, have
showings and art exhibitions in are the two, 59 feet high, 54 feet reconstructed a Puerto Rican nation
Humboldt Park, continuing to mark wide Puerto Rican Flags that marks in numerous ways: a main plaza,
Puerto Rican space to the area. each side of the commercial heart mural, and festival named after a 19th
of the Puerto Rican community - century Puerto Rican revolutionary
Furthermore,
in
Humboldt Paseo Boricua, inaugurated during - Dr. Ramon Emeterio Betances, a
Park there exists a community the Three Kings Day parade in 1995. 450-seat performance center called
La Casa de la Cultura, and a program
organization called the Division
Street
Business
Development As for Boston, with a sizable and called "Areyto," which is a Tafno
Association
(DSBDA),
which very much neglected Puerto Rican word for a community event, that
supports
the
creation
and community in terms of scholarly produces renowned Puerto Rican
maintenance of Puerto Rican- coverage, has nonetheless been plays such as La Carreta, among
focused and owned businesses, home to a very active history of other things (http: //www.iba-etc.
such as Puerto Rican restaurants Puerto Rican social movements. In org/programs/artshistory.html). It
and cafes. Also, through the fa9ade the 1968 as the South End of Boston is without a doubt, Villa Victoria
of Puerto Rican-owned barbershops was the focus of Urban Renewal survives through the strength and
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innovation of community residents
and activists resisting against
assimilation and even the physical
destruction of their community.

the colony, or even contracted to is an achievement all in itself, but
leave like thousands have. As long to recreate ourselves, is something
as globalization and colonialism (or in itself. Puerto Rican identity and
neocolonialism) exists there will be all its manifestations have survived
millions of people living in poverty, the threats of urban renewal,
There is no place on Earth that has migrating, exchanging cultures, assimilation, racism, gen trifi cation ...
a Diaspora as large as Puerto Rico 's and reconstructing identities, even etc. Puerto Ricans, for the most part,
compared to the population of the challenging notions of national have survived the "hyphenization"
"homeland." There are 4 million identities. To look at Puerto Rico is of most immigration groups in the
Puerto Ricans on the island and 4 to look at the beginnings of the rubric U.S. Ever really heard of "Puerto
million Puerto Ricans in the U.S .; of globalization and neo-liberalism, Rican-American," especially by
in a circular migration that as for to look at the maquiladora theory, a Puerto Rican? Although Puerto
long Puerto Rico is a colony of the feminization of labor, and the Rican communities are quickly
the U.S. will not cease. As long notions of a transnational identity in changing and being displaced,
Puerto Rican remains a colony of the modern age in its infancy. The Puerto Ricans will continue to
the U.S ., Puerto Rico will be forced Puerto Rican people, marginalized resist and nonetheless construct
wherever
to leave the island in search for and forced to migrate over and puertorriqueiiidad
over
again,
have
survived,
which
we
go
and
are
forced
to
reside.
economic opportunities denied in
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Space and identity are two extremely
important aspects in defining ones
life. Therefore, imagine a human
being whose identity, in all its
forms and dimensions, is received
by different levels of oppression
and hatred. Imagine how touchy
the topic of cultural identity is for a
Puerto Rican living in the Diaspora,
far away from her/his patria, where
she/he is not fully accepted either
there or here? Is one a
Puerto Rican despite
li ving
in
Chicago?
Imagine a gay, or lesbian,
or bi sex ual, or even a
transgendered
Puerto
Ri can, whose gender, and
in many cases, culture is
questio ned because of her/
his sex uality. Is one a real
man , despite being gay?
How does one fit into the
ideal Puerto Rican hombre
(in its differing forms
on the island and in the
Diaspora)whilebeinggay?
Once again, I demand you to
question the role space plays in
all this. If such a schizophrenic
sense of identity exists, which has
everything to do with the structuralhistorical conditions imposed on us,
imagine if the only spaces for one
to define and affirm oneself are full
of escapism. Of course, most people
like to go out dancing once in a
while and hit a bar or a house party,
but what if that is the only space
available for LGBT Puerto Ricans
and people of color? Yes, there

exists spaces for LGBT people for
critical reflection, political action,
and empowerment, but there is
obviously rampant racism within
the "gay movement. " The socalled Boystown is well known to
specifically target and be supported
by white yuppie men. Also, many
times there is no room or concern
for LGBT people in spaces of
empowerment for Puerto Rican and

people of color. The Puerto Rican
Cultural Center (PRCC) and its
satellite programs are an exception.
On March 4 the STD-testing and
sexual health facility of Vida/SIDA,
in collaboration with the Puerto
Rican/Latina@ youth space of sociopolitical action and empowerment,
the Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano,
hosted an event geared towards
the highly at-risk group of Puerto
Rican and Latino Men who have
Sex with Men (MSM). Coordinated
by Vida/SIDA peer educator Juan
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Calderon and co-hosted by Vida/
SIDA Director Leony Calderon
and myself, dozens of young
LGBT Puerto Rican and Latinas/os
learned about sexual health while
listening to the latest music and
eating food donated by Chipotle.
Afterwards, the youth networked,
read the latest edition of Que
Ondee Sola , and spoke about issues
such as community
and
com111gout. Members of
the
resurrecting
Juventud
del
Ambiente Boricua, a
LGBT Puerto Rican/
Latin @ offset of
the Batey Urbano,
were also present.
Imagine how many
paradigms can be
broken ?
Political
LGBTPuertoRicans,
people
of color
dedicated to more than partying
and drinking? It shall be interesting
to see what future collaborative
events Vida/SIDA and the Batey
Urbano will hold involving the
many times ignored and submerged
topics of sex and sexuality.

For more information contact:
Vida/SIDA at
(773) 278-6737
Batey Urbano at
(773) 342-1714
myspace.com/bateyurbano

wo rds Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

Exercising one's right to vote is a
very important action in orrder to
create and initiate change in our li ves.
The municipal
elections
this
past
February
27 proved to be
an eye-opening
and interesting
experience
for
me. The voice of
the community
of
Humboldt
Park proved to
be heard with the
victory of 26th
Ward Alderman
Billy Ocas io.Aid.
Ocas io 's victory
means the values
and dreams of
Humboldt Park
wi ll be further
rea li zed with the
co ntinued
progress
and accomplishments
of hi s advocacy on behalf of
the Puerto Rican community.
On the day of the elections, I was
a volunteer for the 50 th precinct at

Von Humboldt School. I believe
the reasons people do not vote is
because they do not think their voice

I may not see the end result, but
I know that I have had a role to
make a better future for our youth.

will be heard , lack of knowledge on
the importance of voting, or maybe
they do not foresee a change in their
community. Change is a process,
which happens over a lifetime.

Volunteering
at the election
polls was a very
enriching and
e nli g hte n in g
exp e ri e n ce
for me, in the
sense that it
gave me great
pride to acti ve ly
parti cipate
in
the
electoral
process.
I
will keep thi s
ex p e ri e n ce
close to my
heart
because
it has taught
me to always
strive to initiate
change and to sec ure
a better future for our
community. Humboldt Park is a
hi storical Puerto Rican community
on a successful path of prosperity with
the leadership of Billy Ocasio and the
continued support of its residents.

continued from page 6
rn social justice issues and
somehow
came
in
knowing
more about politics .. .little did I
know that both soc ial justice and
political issues come hand in hand!
To this day I carefully try to explain

how Dr. Bond awoke my inner
consciousness, radicalized, and set
my passions free! My passion for
humanity and social justice is what
feeds my soul! My radicalization
grows everyday as I am becoming
more consciously aware of the
22

oppression we face as women,
poor working class individuals,
and mi gente (my people) --- {mi
color/ my color}. Social change
is
an
ever-changing
process
and I am up for the challenge!!

wo rd5 Eric A. Rice
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Dedicated to my sister, Sandra Ivette Burgos
and to her black Boricua strength
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